MO814A/MC937A: Topics in Computer Graphics

Instructor: Dr. Aurea Soriano-Vargas
Semester I, Year 2020

E-mail: aurea.soriano@ic.unicamp.br
Web: https://www.recod.ic.unicamp.br/~aurea.soriano/
Office Hours: W 4-6pm (IC 3.5 - RECOD/ 362)
Class Hours: T/Th 7-9pm (IC 3.5/ 353 - Google Hangouts Meet)
Hours: Two theoretical class per week, 2 hours each. The frequency will be controlled in both. Minimum frequency: 75%

Description
This course aims to present the mathematical and algorithmic foundations of computer graphics: analytical geometry, mathematical models of curves, surfaces and solids, basic color and lighting theory, and main techniques for the synthesis of images and animations. This part will focus on the basic knowledge necessary for the development of computer graphics software (and not just for the use of such software).

Course Objectives
1. The course covers visual literacy (VL) in all lectures and assignments.
2. Develop graphics algorithms for line drawing, polygon filling, etc.
3. Learn about OpenGL (Graphics Library) and interface builder (e.g., FORMS).
4. Understand mathematical concepts used to model geometrical objects.
5. Learn about 3D viewing systems and their use in computer graphics.
6. Understand basic theory used to represent curves and surfaces.
7. Implement simple functions used in computer-aided design systems.
8. Implement 2D and 3D picking mechanisms.
9. Develop simple user interfaces.
Prerequisites

Data structures; Geometry; C, C++ or Java; Basic Linear Algebra (Operations with Matrices and Vectors, Scalar Product, Determinants, Matrix Inversion); Calculus (Limits and Derivatives); and Programming Skills.

Materials


Schedule and Tentative Course Outline

The schedule is tentative and subject to change. The learning goals below should be viewed as the key concepts you should grasp after each week, and also as a study guide before each exam, and at the end of the semester.

1. [03/03] Student profile, course profile, evaluation criteria. Introduction, history, related areas. Exercise List 1.
2. [05/03] Light and Color.
5. [19/03] No face-to-face classes due to COVID-19.
6. [24/03] Clipping Lines and Polygons [Virtual Class].
7. [26/03] Introduction to OpenGL [Virtual Class]. Exercise List 3.
8. [31/03] Transformations in 2D [Virtual Class].
11. [14/04] Curves (non-parametric and parametric curves, Bezier curves, B-spline curves, cubic spline curves) [Virtual Class].
13. [16/04] 3D Geometry. Surfaces (Lagrange Surfaces Interpolating sets of curves, Bezier Surfaces, B-spline Surfaces, and Subdivision Surfaces) [Virtual Class].
14. [23/04] Explanation of Final Project. Mid-Term Exam [Virtual Class].
15. [30/04] Lighting models for 3D objects [Virtual Class].
16. [05/05] Shading/Texturing models for 3D objects [Virtual Class]. Exercise List 5.
17. [07/05] Hidden Surfaces [Virtual Class].
18. [12/05] Ray Tracing (simulating light rays for near-photo-realistic rendering). [Virtual Class].
19. [14/05 - 19/05] Radiosity, Path Tracing and Photon Mapping [Virtual Class].
20. [21/05] Solid Modeling [Virtual Class].
21. [26/05] Shadows [Virtual Class].
22. [28/05] Collision Detection [Virtual Class].
23. [02/06] Particle Systems. [Virtual Class].
24. [04/06] Programmable Shaders [Virtual Class].
25. [09/06] Antialiasing [Virtual Class].
26. [16/06] Final Exam [Virtual Class].
27. [18/06 - 25/06] Practical Project Presentations [Virtual Class].

Grading Policy
The grade will count the assessments using the following proportions: The alphabetical grade (A, B, C, D) will be calculated from the numeric grade:
- Concepts: A (8.0 to 10.0); B (6.5 to 7.99); C (5.0 to 6.49), D (less than 5.0)
  - 30% Practical project.
  - 20% Exercise Lists, performed throughout the semester.
  - 20% Mid-Term Exam.
  - 30% Final Exam.

Fundamental Computer Graphics Books
Interesting Links

- OpenGL: Nehe, Isabel Manssour, Nate Robins.
- 3D Modeling Software: Blender (Open Source).
- 3D Models: Turbo Squid 3D models, Sweet Home 3D, 3D model free, MeshLab (Editing and Converting Models), Wings 3D (Model Converter)